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installing plugin classpath file to: /usr/lib/jvm/java-7-oracle/jre/lib/rt.jar installing java option to use cs1.6 dance compiler: -xx:+usecs1.6compiler -xx:+usecs1.6compiler after
installation is complete, the plugin will be available on the command line via the -plugin option. $ java -plugin csd by default, the plugin will be enabled and run by the java runtime.
however, it is also possible to run the plugin as a java application. to do so, run the plugin with the following command line. $ java -cp /usr/lib/jvm/java-7-oracle/jre/lib/rt.jar:. -plugin
csd the -plugin option will enable the plugin by default for the runtime that it is installed on. it is also possible to enable the plugin for any runtime that is installed on the system by
specifying a different runtime on the -cp option. when running the plugin as a java application, the -v option will display information about what is happening during execution. for
example, running the plugin with the following command line will display information about the compilation progress. the plugin can be used to create controllers for dance music.

you can easily create a 16 bar intro, then fade into the chorus. for example, you could set a controller up with a 16 bar intro, then set a controller with a 4:30 build up and release to
the chorus. you could have a 16 bar intro then a quick snare roll, then a quick roll through the piano, then a snare roll, then the vocals come in for the second 16 bar. and so on. the

plugin is designed to be the most flexible possible. you can create controllers with any duration, and any number of beats, using any samples as you please. if you just want to
create a controller for a song, use the song and leave out the "16 bar intro" bit.
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to use the plugin, first you need to
download the appropriate plugin for
your daw. each one is listed at the cs
1.6 dance download page. they're all
128kbps. just unzip each one to your
plugins directory. then, open up logic
and go to file, preferences. select the
audio tab. add this path to the track

field: file:/plugins/cs1.6dance/. then, on
the track menu, choose the

"cs1.6dance" plugin. start a track and
press play. a sample pack of beats,
loops and samples for use with the

plugin. it's available in two formats. one
is an apple loops format, the other is a
standard wav format. you can select

which format you want to use by
pressing the "1.6 sample pack" button

above. to use the sample pack, first you
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need to download it. click the
appropriate button at the download
page. then, unzip it to your plugins

directory. then, open up logic and go to
file, preferences. select the audio tab.

add this path to the track field:
file:/plugins/cs1.6samplepack/. then, on

the track menu, choose the
"cs1.6sample pack" plugin. start a track

and press play. the csound 1.6 dance
plugin is free to use under the terms of

the gnu general public license. a copy of
the gpl is included with the csound 1.6
dance plugin. if you do not wish to use
the gpl you can download the plugin

from the csound website. the csound 1.6
dance plugin was developed by helmut
schulz and pete schulz. the source code
is available under the gnu general public
license. the csound 1.6 dance plugin has

been submitted to the midi portals by
helmut schulz and pete schulz.
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